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QUESTION 1

A systems administrator needs to modify the replication factors of an automated application container from 3 to 5. Which
of the following file types should the systems administrator modify on the master controller? 

A. .yaml 

B. .txt 

C. .conf 

D. .etcd 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/components/#master-components 

 

QUESTION 2

A company recently subscribed to a SaaS collaboration service for its business users. The company also has an on-
premises collaboration solution and would like users to have a seamless experience regardless of the collaboration
solution being used. 

Which of the following should the administrator implement? 

A. LDAP 

B. WAF 

C. VDI 

D. SSO 

Correct Answer: D 

Single sign-on (SSO) is a type of authentication mechanism that allows users to access multiple systems or applications
with a single login credential. SSO can help users have a seamless experience regardless of the collaboration solution
being used, as it can eliminate the need for multiple logins and passwords for different systems or applications. SSO
can also improve user convenience, productivity, and security, as it can simplify the login process, reduce login errors,
and enhance password management. References: CompTIA Cloud+ Certification Exam Objectives, page 14, section
2.7 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is doing a cloud-to-cloud migration to lower costs. A systems administrator has to plan the migration
accordingly. 

Which of the following considerations is MOST important for a successful, future-proof, and low-cost migration? 

A. Tier pricing 
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B. Licensing 

C. Estimated consumption 

D. Feature compatibility 

Correct Answer: D 

Feature compatibility is an important consideration for a successful cloud-to-cloud migration, as different cloud providers
may have different features, services, APIs, and standards. If the application relies on specific features that are not
available or compatible with the target cloud provider, the migration may fail or incur additional costs and complexity.
The administrator should assess and compare the features of both cloud providers and ensure they meet the application
requirements. 

 

QUESTION 4

A new private cloud platform is being deployed by an engineer. SLA requirements state that any clusters should have a
baseline redundancy sufficient to handle the failure of at least two hosts. The engineer records the following metrics
after the deployment: 

Which of the following metrics is MOST likely to represent a violation of SLA? 

A. RAM utilization 

B. NIC utilization 

C. CPU utilization 

D. Disk utilization 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Fault tolerant design allows a host to overcome a single HBA failure through: 

A. clustering 

B. UTA pairing 

C. multipathing 

D. NIC teaming 
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Correct Answer: A 

http://www.ques10.com/p/2619/write-short-note-on-failure-analysis/ 
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